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Topic 1:  
Language as communication: oral and written language. Features 
definin a communicative situation: sender, receiver, functions and 
context. 

Ningunha parte deste material, incluído o deseño da cuberta, pode ser reproducida ou transmitida en maneira algunha, nin por ningún medio, xa sexa electrónico, químico, 
de gravación ou de fotocopia 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 

When we talk about languages, we must refer first to Semiotics, which has been variously 
described as the science of signs, of symbolic behaviour or of communication systems. There 
has been much discussion about the difference between signs, symbols and signals; and of the 
scope of the term ‘communication’. For present purposes, we will think of Semiotics as having 
to do with communication systems. 
 
However, the aim here is to establish the definition of human language as opposed to other 
systems of communication. In order to do that, we should firstly identify the properties of 
human language and secondly contrast this with non-human forms of communication and 
even with other forms of human communication. 
 
 
 

 
LANGUAGE AS COMUNICATION 

 
 

 
1.1.- WHAT IS LANGUAGE? 
 
The word “language” has prompted innumerable definitions troughout time; some of them 
related to the general concept of anguage and others to more specific notions of the term. 
Although “language” can be defined as the basic form of communication between human 
beings, it is also true that all social communities (both human and animal) use communication 
between their members in order to make their interactions possible. 
 
There are 3 different approaches as to what the nature of language is: 
 

- From a structural point of view, language is a system of structurally related elements 
for the transmission of meaning. 
 

- The communicative or functional view of language defines it as a vehicle for the 
expression of functional meaning. 
 

- The interactional view of language sees language as the means for establishing and 
maintaining interpersonal relationships. 

 
It is difficult to provide a precise and specific statement about what language is, but one thing 
is clear: the most striking characteristics of language are its flexibility and versatility. 
 
People can use language to give vent to their emotions and feelings; to make threats or 
promises; to issue commands, ask questions or make statements. People can make reference 
to the past, present and future. 
 

0. 

1. 
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According to Hocket, there are 13 specific properties of language (referring here to the natural 
form of language, the oral language), however the first 4 are the most important ones: 
 
a) Arbitrariness: it has to do with the link between form and meaning, between the signal and 
the message. In human language there is no natural conection between the linguistic sings and 
the reality they refer to.  The only exception to this are what we call onomatopeias (“cuckoo”, 
“crash”, “bump”...), where symbols and realities find a conection.With the vast majority of 
words, it is impossible to predict the meaning and, given the meaning, it is impossible to 
predict the form. Arbitrariness makes the system more flexible and adaptable, but it also 
makes it more difficult and laborious to learn. 
 
b) Duality: language has two levels of structure. This means that the units of the primary level 
are composed of elements of the secondary level. Individual sounds have no intrinsic meaning, 
but in combination, they can create meanings for different purposes. The first articulation is 
produced in phonems, while the second one is produced in the possible combinations they 
provide.  (This function is exclusive to human language). 
 
c) Discreteness: it is a property of the secondary elements. Discreteness is realted to the way 
we combine language units in order to form meaning. For instance, the words “bit” and “bet” 
are distinguished thanks to the context; they are very similar. Language units contrast with 
each other and we should choose the appropriate elements if we want our communication 
purpose to succeed. In addition, in human language we distinguish different categories, so we 
can identify different sounds (phonems), that are opposed to each other in a clear, discret 
way. As humans we can hear other sounds, but those that relay outside the phonic inventory 
of each language do not convey meaning for us.  
 
d) Productivity: this feature makes possible the creation and interpretation of new signals that 
have not been previously produced or encountered. The grammatical catalogue of each 
language makes possible the infinite creation of linguistic structures with diverse length and 
complexity. There is an infinite capacity to express and understand meaning, by using old 
sentence elements to produce new ones. (This function is exclusive to human language). 
 
e) Interchangeability: speakers of a language can reproduce any linguistic message they can 
understand.  
 
f) Displacement: it is possible to talk about events remote in space or time from the situation 
of the speaker. As a consequence, we can communicate about elements that are not present 
neither in time nor in space. (This function is exclusive to human language). 
 
g) Auditory vocal channel: the natural and basic form of language is that one based on the 
emission and reception of articulated sounds. Sound is used, therefore, between mouth and 
ear. However, some special kinds of language (as sign language) are based on the visual 
channel. (The lack of sound does not imply a lack of communication, as we will see in other 
topics).  
 

g) Broadcast transmission and directional reception: a signal can be heard by any 
auditory system within earshot, and the source can be located using ears’ direction 
finding ability. 
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h) Rapid fading: keeping writing aside, human language in its natural form uses auditory 
signals that are transitory. This means that, when produced in a natural way, vocal 
signals are destined to disappear.  
 

i) Total feedback: speakers hear and can reflect upon everything that they say, this 
implies that both sender and receptor can exchange their roles in order to 
communicate. 
 

j) Specialization: the sound waves of speech have no other function that to signal 
meaning. Organs involved in the oral production of language are specialized in the 
production and reception of linguistic signs.  
 

k) Semanticity: the elements of the signal convey meaning through their stable 
association with real world situations. This means that the link between sign and 
meaning must be permanent and fixed.  
 

l)  Traditional transmission: language is transmitted from one generation to the next 
primarily by a process of teaching and learning. The developing of language, apart 
from being allowed by physical and genetic conditionats, requires a social 
envinronment. From our childhood to our adult age, we are exposed to language so 
we have to learn the relation between sings and the meanings of these signs. We learn 
languages in society, and we build up our communicative competence when 
interacting with others than can teach us the rules of a language. 

 
These properties are interconnected in various ways. 
 
 
1.2.- WHAT IS COMMUNICATION? 
 
Communication is the process of creating and sharing meaning through the transmission and 
exchange of signs. Communication is not just about speech, but about speaking and listening, 
about creating meaning. 
 
Moreover, taking into account Richards, communication is the process in which a person, 
through the use of signs (natural, universal)/symbols (by human convention), verbally and/or 
non verbally, consciously or nor but intentionally, conveys meaning to another in order to 
affect change. 
 
Communication is the main function of language and learning a language is not only a 
grammatical and lexical process but also a social process. 
 
 
1.2.1.- Human communication sytems 
 
Communication systems are all possible systems and the role these play in the way people 
create and perceive patterns (or meanings) in socio-cultural behaviour. 
 
a) Auditory-vocal: sound is used between mouth and ear. This mode or channel results in the 
primary manifestation of language: speech. But non-linguistic uses of the vocal tract are also 
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possible: physiological reflexes, such as coughing; musical effects, such as whistling; and voice 
quality, such as communication of identity. 
 
b) Visual: linguistic purposes are primarily reflected in its use in sign languages for the deaf. 
But it also has more common uses such as writing-based codes, traffic codes or Morse. Non-
linguistic forms of communication using this mode include facial expressions, gestures, 
disposition of the different parts of the body... 
 
c) Tactile: it is mainly used in deaf-blind communication. There are other nonlinguistic forms 
expressed by body contact and physical distance in order to convey meaning. These last 2 are 
studied by Proxemics. 
 
 
1.2.2.- Non-human communication systems 
 
Animals also establish communication systems (bees, monkeys, whales or ants are some 
examples), but these are mainly based on physic stimulus, (olfactory, visual, gustatory) or 
gestures. Some of the main differences are: these systems are not symbolic or productive, 
animal communication is instinctive, the degree of arbitrariness is not so high, animals are 
unable to convey meaning about events remote in space or time, and they don’t possess the 
property of duality. Unlike human communication, animal one can´t deal with events remote 
in space or time. 
 
 
1.2.3.- Categories of communication 
 
These categories are based on the number of people involved in the act of communication: 
 
a) Intrapersonal Communication: it is communication within and to the self. When we think, 
we are communicating within ourselves. 
 
b) Interpersonal Communication: it is communication between people. Usually this category 
refers to 2 people interacting face to face. 
 
c) Group Communication: it is communication within groups of people and by groups of people 
to others. There are small groups and large groups. Small groups behave differently from pairs, 
although they still interact face to face. Some examples are a group of friends, a family... 
Large groups may include an audience at a concert and some kind of business organisation or 
company. 
 
d) Mass Communication: it is communication received by or used by large numbers of people. 
An open-air concert for a thousand people might reasonably be called mass communication. 
The telephone and postal systems are examples of the other kind of mass communication. 
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ORAL AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE: ADVANTAGES AND DISVANTAGES 

 
 
One of the cardinal principles of Modern Linguistics is that spoken language is more basic than 
written language. This does not mean, however, that language is to be identified with speech. 
It is possible to read aloud what is written and, conversely, to write down what is spoken. 
 
 
2.1.- ORAL LANGUAGE  
 
 
 Oral communication is an act that usually exists when we find interaction between 
participatns. The most obvious aspect of language is speech. Speech is the universal material 
of human language. In any spoken utterance we can distinguish two kinds of phenomena: 
prosodic and paralinguistic. The prosodic features include such things as stress and intonation. 
The paralinguistic include the tempo, loudness… Oral messages can also have associated a 
variety of non-vocal or non-verbal phenomena (eye movements, facial expressions, 
gestures…). Non-verbal ways of communication can underscore or contradict what is said. 
Although conventions about oral communication can differ from culture to culture, there are 
some general rules for oral language (let the participants speak, pay attention…).  
 
We can say that there would not be any communication unless there is an exchange (goal) 
which consists of two or more head moves (roles). One participant tries to reach a result: 
exchanges are defined by the conversational goals, while moves are characterized by the role 
they play in reaching those goals. The most common moves are: initiate, satisfy, and contra.  

 
○ Initiate, which establishes the beginning of a conversation. 
○ Satisfy, which expresses the hearer´s positive reaction 
○ Contra, a final negation or counter, which is only a provisional negation in the course of the 
conversation. 
 
Initiate: Excuse me, do you know where can I find Mr. Smith? 
Satisfy: Yes, he´s working at the library. 
Contra: No, I´m sorry. I don´t know who Mr. Smith is. 
Counter: I´m afraid I can´t tell you, since I don´t know who he is (...) Oh, yes, I think I know.  
He´s working in the library. 

 
Once we have seen the minimal unit in a speech act, we must refer to the higher one, the turn, 
which can be defined as all the speaker’s utterances up to the point where another person 
takes over the role of speaker. 
 
 
Finally, it is important to mention the advantages and disadvantages that oral language has: 
 
Advantages: 
 
- Immediate feedback  
- Time saving 

2. 
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- Environmentally friendly 
 
Disadvantages: 
- Lack of retention 
- No legal validity 
- Not useful for long messages 
 
 
2.2.-  WRITTEN LANGUAGE 
 
 It seems that writing systems evolved independently of each other in different times in 
different parts of the world (Mesopotamia, China...), so it is common to find different codes. 
Written language is based on linguistic elements and uses the written code as a medium for 
expression of meanings. In writing there is a lack of paralinguistic devices, and so this function 
must be fulfilled by graphological devices such as capital letters, bold letters, punctuation… A 
further difference is that written communication cannot obtain an immediate response on the 
reader’s part, and therefore, senders have to make decisions in order to clarify their intentions 
and ensure that the reader decodes the message in a correct way. 
 
 The truth is that written language is a cultural construction, an artificial invention, and 
so we can consider the oral language as a more natural one.  Depending on the writer’s 
intentions we can find the following text typologies:  
 
 According to the writer´s intentions, there are different text types: 
 
○ Narrative texts: their main characteristic is the arrangement of events in time. 
 
○ Descriptive texts: the writer´s concern is locating people and things in space. 
 
○ Directive texts: the writer tries to direct the reader´s response or elicit an answer from 
him/her. 
 
○ Expository texts: the writer´s main intention is to characterise phenomena or to explain by 
means of proved arguments the reality behind the text. 
 
○ Dialogue texts: texts written for the theatre. 
 
There are different ways of arranging a text: 
 
- Firstly, by describing step by step. This structure is commonly used in 
narrative, expository and directive texts. 
- By going from one step to another which has not been planned beforehand, but all the steps 
together form a chain. 
- By following step by step, but in this case the steps are superordinate one 
to another (it is known as stack) and it is used when one takes a topic as the starting point and 
establishes ideas against it following one another to conclude that the topic is not true. 
- By mentioning reasons for and against the topic to end up with a conclusion and establishing 
a balance for and against. 
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Finally, it is important to mention the advantages and disadvantages that written language 
has: 
 
Advantages: 
- Legal validity 
- Mass access 
- Permanent on time 
Disadvantages: 
- Time consuming 
- No immediate feedback 
- Not environmentally friendly 
 

 
 

 
FEATURES DEFINING A COMMUNICATIVE SITUATION 

 
 
In everyday experience it is found that communication is something which makes 
connections.  
 
A signal is transmitted from a sender to a receiver (or group of receivers) through a channel 
of communication. The signal will have a particular form and will convey a particular meaning 
(or message). The connection between the form of the signal and its meaning is established by 
what is commonly referred to in Semiotics as the code: the message encoded by the sender 
and decoded by the receiver. 
 

In order to provide a better definition of communication, we should analyse certain 
concepts relevant to the communicative situation: 

 
- Sender: is the person or thing attempting to share information.  

 
- Message: is the information we want to communicate.  

 
- Code: is the system of signs and rules for combining them, used to convey meaning.  

 
- Encoding: is the process of assembling the message into a representative design with 

the objective of ensuring that the receiver can comprehend it.  

 
- Channel: is the medium we use to transmit a message.  

 
- Decoding: the process of identifying meaning in a received message.  

 
- Receiver: the person or thing receiving the message.  

 
- Feedback: the process of providing reactions or responses to the message received.  

 

- Context: is the environment in which the message is received.  

3. 
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A sender directs a message through some form/medium to a receiver with some effect within 
a particular context. 
 
There are several types of speech acts: 
 
○ The most simple way of communication is the linear one, where the sender 
encodes a message and the receiver decodes it. 
 
○ Another way is the exchange one, where every person taking part is at the same time 
encoder and decoder (sender and receiver). 
 
○ The last way is the contextualised one, where the idea of context shows that communication 
takes place in a particular situation. 
 
Here there is the process of communication: 
 
 
3.1.- PURPOSE 
 
Every communicative situation has a purpose. Every communicative situation has one or many 
purposes. The main practical purposes of a communicative act can be the following: Informing 
(giving, getting or exchanging information), Establishing relations, Persuade, Show power, 
Making decisions, Expressing the self, Making sense of the world. There are several practical 
purposes of communication: 
 
- Information: to give, get or exchange information. 
- Relationships: using communication to form or maintain relationships. 
- Persuasion: people use communication in order to persuade people to 
think in the way that they do or to act upon the way that they do. 
- Power: communication can be used with the intention of gaining maintaining or exercising 
power over others. 
- Decision-making: people use communication to make decisions about 
what they think and what they do. 
- Self-expression: people express their imagination and theirselves to others. 
- Making sense of the world: people make sense of the world and their 
experience of it. 
 
Bühler talks about 6 linguistic purposes of communication: 
 
○ Emotive function: it is focused on the relationship between the sender and the message. It 
may convey positive emotive expressions, conventional words, interjections... 
 
○ Conative function: it is focused on the relationship between the message and the receiver. It 
tries to make him/her react or participate in the interaction, as for example traffic signs and 
music. 
 
○ Referential function: the relationship between the message and the referent, since the 
message is used only to communicate the sender´s ideas. 
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○ Phatic function: it is focused on the relationship between the sender and thereceiver aiming 
at maintaining a comfortable relationship and avoiding embarrasing situations. 
 
○ Metalinguistic function: relationship between the message and the code and it establishes 
the place of the sign in the code. 
 
○ Aesthetic function (poetic function): it is focused on the relationship between the message 
and itself. Here the message becomes the referent. It is commonly found in literature, 
especially in poetry. 
 
The British linguist Halliday considered language as having 3 main functions: 
 
1) The ideational function is to organize the speaker´s or writer´s experience of the real or 
imaginary world, i.e. language refers to real or imagined persons, things, actions, events, 
states... 
2) The interpersonal function is to indicate, establish, or maintain social relationships between 
people. It includes forms of address, speech function, modality... 
3) The textual function is to create written or spoken TEXTS which cohere within themselves 
and which fit the particular situation in which they are used. 
 
 
3.2.- CONTEXT 
 
The context in which communication takes place deserves especial attention. It serves as a 
bridge between the text and the situation in which the text occurs.There are 2 different types 
of contexts: the linguistic context and the context of situation. 
 
Linguistic context: the parts of a piece of writing, speech, etc, that precede and follow a word 
or passage and contribute to its full meaning. Linguistic elements in a text may refer not only 
to other parts of the text but also to the outside world, to the context of situation (Malinowski 
1923), following next scheme. 
 
REFERENCE 
LINGUISTIC CONTEXT CONTEXT OF SITUATION 
A. ENDOPHORA 
A.1. Anaphora to preceding text 
A.2 Cataphora to following text 
B. EXOPHORA 
 
 
3.2.1.- Context of situation 
 
In the context of situation, it should distinguish (according to Halliday): 
 
a) The field of discourse: it refers to what is happening in the communicative situation, what is 
the nature of the social action taking part. 
 
b) The tenor of discourse: it refers to the participants who are taking part in this 
communicative exchange, who they are and what kind of relationship they have to one 
another. 
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c) The mode of discourse: it is based on analysing the part the language plays in the 
communicative situation and what participants expect the language to do for them. 
 
 
 
3.2.2.- Context of culture 
 
The context of culture refers to the things, ideas, meanings and values that belong to a 
particular culture and which are closely linked to it. 
 
 
 

 
THE COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE 

 
 
Here it is important to define the communicative competence. Hymes, in topic number 14, 
describes communicative competence as the ability of a speaker to speak in a speech 
community. 
 
Moreover, Chomsky said that an able speaker has a subconscious knowledge of the grammar 
rules in his/her language competence, which allows making sentences in an infinite way. 
 
After all, Hymes, taking into account Chomsky statements, stays 4 aspects of the 
communicative language: 
- - Systematic potential: the ability of a native speaker in creating new language. 
- - Appropriacy: the knowledge a natives has about using a specific language taking into 

account the person, the context, etc. 
- - Occurrence: the knowledge of how often something is said in the language. 
- - Feasibility: the knowledge whether something is possible in the language 
 
Later, this aspects, were presented as 5 competences by Canale and Swain: 
- Grammar C: the ability to use correct grammatical structures 
- Strategic C: capacity to correct, define or make adjustments in any situation 
- Socio cultural C: the ability to understand the social context where the communication is 
placed- 
- Socio linguistic C: capacity to adapt the language to a given situation 
- Discursive C: the ability of use cohesion devices and connect language in an appropriate way 
both oral or written 
 
Finally, is important to mention another author that has contributed to the approach was 
Hallidays with his 7 basic functions of language use: 
- Heuristic: use language to learn and discover 
- Instrumental: use language to get things 
- Regulatory: use language to control other’s behaviour. 
- Imaginative: use language to create a world. 
- Personal: use language to express our own feelings. 
- Interactional: use language to interact. 
- Representative: use language to communicate information. 

4. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
 
Language and communication are much wider concepts than it can seem at first. We can say 
that communication is not exclusive for humans, since even animals have designed 
communication systems. However, human language is a specific feature of our genre we use to 
decode the world. There are many features involved in every communicative situation and so 
we should consider all the aspects when teaching a foreign language. The present education 
system emphasizes the necessity of learning a foreign language from a communicative point of 
view. This means that we should take into account all those components of a language that 
play an important role in any communication act. In other words, teachers must base the 
teaching learning process on the idea of language as an expression of the culture of a 
particular language. 
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